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PAPER 1 1 hour 
OBJECTIVE 
[40 marks] 

Answer all the questivni. 

Paper 1 consists ofsixty question~. Each question is followed byfour options lettered A to D. 
Find out the correct option for each questic;n and shade in pencil on your answer sheet, the 
answer space which bears the same letter as the option you have chosen. Give only one 
answer to each question. An example is given below. 

Which of the followin~ is not obt~il)ed through biotechnology? 

A. Kenkey 
B. Methane 

C. Wine 

D. Ethanol 

The correct answer is methane which is lettered B and therefore answer space B 
would be shaded. 

LA] [[D] lCJ [D] 
Think carefully before you shade the spaces; erase completely any answer you wish to 
change. Do all rough work on this Questionpaper. Now answer the following questions. 

1.	 The atomic numbers of two elements A and 
Bare 11 and 17 respectively. The type of 
bond fonned between A and B is 
A.	 ionic. 
B.	 covalent. 
C.	 metallic. 
D.	 co-ordinate covalent. 

2.	 Which of the following is an acid salt? 
A.	 KCI ' 

B.	 NaHS04 

C. Mg(OH)CI
 
D.' ZnS
 

3.	 Which of the following apparatus is not 
used in volumetric analysis? 
A.	 Pipette 
B.	 Burette 
C.	 Desicator 
D.	 Conical flask 

4.	 If25.0 mL of 0.10 M l\aOH is titrated to 
its end point with 16.0 mL of HCI, what is 
the molarity of the HCI? 
A.	 0.25 M 
B.	 0.18 M 
C.	 0.16M 
D.	 0.10 M 

5.	 The name ofthc compound 
CH3(CH3hCIhCH2CH3 is 
A.	 2-methylbutane. 
B.	 2,2-dimcthylbutane. 
C.	 2-ll1cthylpentane. 
D.	 2,2-dimethylpentanc. 

6.	 Which of the following compounds 
represents an unsaturated hydrocarbon? 
A.	 C2H6 

B.	 C4Hg 

C.	 C7H1b 

D.	 CJl4Cl 

L1B!SH402/RA 
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7.	 In which of the 1ll11owmg is the oxidation 
ofoxvgCll different from Its \'alue in water'? 
A.	 0 2



B. H30"
 
C.OH"
 
D.	 H20:, 

8.	 Manganese (IV) oxide is known lo hasten 
thc decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. 
Its main action is to 
A low(?r the aetivati.on energy of the 

'T:lcti\ 111. 

B.	 im:n:ase the ,)llIface UP:::, [,f the 
r::'(JctanL~. 

C.	 lo'\cr the heat of lhc'caclHH1(1:\!i) of 
the reaction, 

D increase the :..:oncentration of thc' 
r(~aClants" 

9.	 Which of the folJo1vwg sample" will react 
faster with dilute hydrochlc.ric a~:id? 

A.	 5g oflmnps (,f (aeO; <it 50C,C. 
R. 5!l of powdered C1CO.. at 25 'c. 
C 5~ (If p0w(h'rcd ('aCO, at 50"C 
D.	 5g of lumps of (aCCI; at 25°C 

10.	 All of the following belong to the same 
group in the periodic table except 
A.	 Li. 
B.	 Na. 
C.	 AI. 
D.	 K. 

II.	 In electrolysis, electrons are always lost at 
the 
A.	 cathodl~, 

B.	 electrolyte, 
C.	 anodc. 
D.	 electrode 

12.	 How many grams are there in 0 13 mole af 
copper? (Cu .'~ 63.5g marl) 
A.	 5.38 grams 
B.	 8.26 grams 
C.	 10.23 grams 
D.	 63.26 grams 

13.	 Which of the following chlorides is 
covalently bonded? 
A.	 Sodium chloride 
B.	 Hydrogen chloride 
C.	 Potassium chloride 
D.	 (:alcium ch.l~\.ide. 

14	 Which of the following llrranges the 
clements in order of decreasing reactivity? 
A.	 I<Br<F<CI 
B.	 F<CI<Br<I 
C.	 Br<CI<F<I 
D.	 I<Br<Cl<F 

15.	 Air is 
A.	 a mixture. 
B.	 a compound. 
C.	 an atom. 
D.	 an element 

]n. Calculate the IIlilSS or" an!lvdrousi'ia oC01 

present in 300 cm3of 0.1 () M Na:,C()3 . 
( Na-~ 23. c= 12. O=16J 

A.	 106 grams 
B.	 10.6 grams 
C.	 3.18 grams 
D.	 0.318 !,'fams 

17.	 Which of the following wi1lliberatc 
hydrogen from steam or dilute hydrochloric 
acid? 
A. Copper
 
B.Mercury
 
C.	 Lead 
D.	 Iron 

18. A chemical reaction is represented by the 
reaction: 

N2(g) + 02(g) ~ 2N02(g) 
What is the expression for the rate of 
disappearance of the N2 molecule? 

A.	 Rate == A[N:,l
 
L\t
 

B.	 Rate "" I A[N2]
 
'2 At
 

C.	 Rate =-c - A[N2] 
~ 

D.	 Rate ==_1 4!lill.
 
2 At
 

Turn Over 
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19.	 The scientist who studied reversible
 
reaction in equilibrium was
 
A Le Chatelier.
 
B.	 Gay-Lussac. 
C.	 Graham. 
D.	 Dalton. 

20.	 Which of the following statement:; about
 
positive ions is not correct)
 
A. They are als" known as cations. 
B. They are formed when electrons are 

removed from the parent at0111S. 
C.	 They are larger than the parent atoms. 
D.	 They are smaller than the parent atoms. 

21.	 Chemical equilibrium position is affected
 
by the following except
 
1. catalyst
 
IT. temperature
 
III.	 concentration 

A	 I only. 
B.	 II only. 
C.	 III only. 
D.	 J and II. 

22.	 An element X is a metal. An oxide of X has 
a formula X20 J . Which group of the 
periodic table does X belong to? 
A Group IA 
B.	 Group lIA 
C.	 Group IlIA 
D.	 Group IVA 

Below are four definitions of words 
associated with nuclear chemistry. Use 
them to answer questions 23 and 24. 

I.	 The principal source of the energy 
of the sun 

II.	 Splitting of a large atom into smaller 
fragments 

III.	 The amount of fissionable material 
that will support 
self-sustaining chain reaction 

IV.	 Produces a fissionable than it 
consumes 

23.	 Fission is best defined by 
AI 
B.	 II 
C.	 III 
D.	 IV 

UHSH40211{A 

24.	 Fusion is related to 
AI 
B.	 II 
C.	 liT 
D.	 IV 

25. A diagTam showing the imangement of 
valence- electrons bcing shared among 
at0111s in a molecule or compound is called 
A.	 electron configuration. 
B.	 Lewis structure. 
C.	 bond order. 
D.	 electron-dot- notation. 

26.	 The pH of sea water is 8.3. What is tbe 
[OR] of sea w<iter'?
 
A 8.3 x 10. 1

.
1
 

B. 5.0 X 10')
 
C' 2.0 X 10('
 

D.	 1.0 X 10 4 

27.	 The list of elements according to their 
tendency to react is called 
A Periodic table. 
B.	 Chemical reactivity table. 
C.	 Activity series. 
D.	 Chemical periodicity table. 

28.	 What will the standard potential of the cell 
be when the half-cells below are suitably 
connected? 
Br2(l) +2c'- 213r"(aq) ED = +l.0652V 
Au3 

+ (aq) + 3e' .. -t Au(s) ED = + 1.5V 
A.	 +2.57 V 
B.	 -0.20 V 
C.	 +0.20 V 
D.	 +0.43 V 

29.	 Which of the following correctly represents 
x in the below nuclear reaction?
 

9 C 12 I
 
4 Be + X .. (, + on 

A	 a
Ie 
IB.	 on
 

IH
C.	 I 

D.	 2 
4 

He 
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30.	 How many ~il~nifjca\lt lillJ.ircS an: then: in 
OJl0009') 
A.	 4 
8.1 
C.	 3 
D.	 5 

31.	 Which of the following illustrates thc Law 
of Multiple proportion? 
A.	 H~O) 

B.	 llCI 
C.	 H20 2 

D.	 H2COI 

32.	 Which of the following c0l1t3il1s the highest 
number vf atom~·.'
 

le= 12, i\"a= 23, 1Ie=4, SC :'1)
 
A.	 1.2 grams of carbon 
B.	 0.4 !:,'lTams of helium 
C.	 3.2 grams of sulii.Jr 
D.	 They all havc the same numher uC 

atoms. 

33. A solution turned blue litmus paper red. 
The pH ufthe solution i\ 
A.	 3 
B.	 7 
C.	 8 
D.	 14 

34.	 Three different hydrocarbons. A,B, and C 
were passed into three separate test tubes 
containing acidified KMn04 while C 
shows no visible reaction. A and B must be 
A.	 alkanols. 
B.	 saturated. 
C.	 unsaturated. 
D.	 carbohydrates. 

35.	 Which type of bond is present in NH 4CI? 
A.	 Ionic only 
B.	 Covalent only 
C.	 Covalent and dative 
D.	 Covalent, dative and ionic 

36.	 Which of the following :mbstances will not 
be decomposed by heat to give c:lrhon (IV) 
oxide? 
A.	 H2CO, 
B.	 CaCO, 
C.	 Ca(HCOd2 
D.	 MgCO] 

:17.	 Thc poisonous f1nturc oi'Cill"t)On (II) (.1xick 
is due to the fact that it 
/\. has practically no smell. 
E.	 combines with )wl!1og!ohin ia the 

blood. 
C.	 has a choking smell. 
D.	 burns to give CO2. 

3S.	 Calculate the density of carbon dioxide at 
:;T'P 
[C e I2, 0= 16, mobr volume"= 22.4 LJ 

A.	 1.96 gJ: 1 

B.	 22gL I 

C.	 1929L,I 

D.	 98SrL·1 

39.	 How many moles of saltpctcr(IC'\Oj) are 
present in 2020 gram:; of the salt: 
[ K= 39.1, ~= 14.0.0=16.0) 
l\ n.050 11101 

U 1726 11101 

C.	 20.00 mol 
D.	 23.7(; 11101 

40. Sul1i.n oxides hleacLcs by 
A.	 hydration. 
B.	 :·eduction. 
C.	 adsorption. 
D.	 ,)xidation. 

41.	 Which of the following is not an air 
pollutant? 
A.	 nitrogen (IV) oxide 
B.	 sulfur (IV) oxide 
C.	 argon 
D.	 carbon (IV) oxide 

42.	 The following compDunds arc hydrocarbon 
except 
A.	 111cthylpropal1iltc. 

B.	 2-metbylbutanc. 
C.	 benzenc. 
D.	 cyclohexanc. 

.n.	 Alloys used jelr meta! works and plumbing 
conwin 
A. lead
 
R Iron
 

".... ~ . tin
" 
D.	 lead and lin. 

Turn Over 
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44.	 What is the mass number of an element 
having 40 neutrons, 30 protons and 30 
electrons? 
A.	 40 
B.	 60 
C.	 70 
D.	 100 

45.	 An alcohol solution that cannot t:(.Jsily 
change to vapor is called a 
A.	 colloid. 
B.	 mixture. 
C.	 tincture. 
D.	 suspension. 

46.	 Dctennine the molar mass of the following 
compound (C= 12, 11=1, O=16j 

A.	 45g1mol 
B.	 61g1mol 
C.	 11Oglmol 
D.	 122g1mol 

47.	 How many atoms of sodium are contained 
in O.6gram of sodium?
 
[I mole Na = 6.02 x 101.1 atoms]
 

A.	 3.60 x 1013 atoms 
B.	 3.60 x 1022 atoms 
C.	 1.56 x 1023 atoms 
D.	 1.56 X 1&2 atoms 

48.	 How many electrons are lost by Cr in the 
equation below?
 

(2 CrJ+-+ Cr2072
.)
 

A.	 2 
B.	 3 
C.	 6' 
D.	 14 

49.	 Which of the following metals is the most 
reactive? 
A.	 Zn 
B.	 Cd, 
C.	 Hg 
D.	 Ag 

50.	 If the rate equation is( Rate = I<:IXjmlVn 
and the rate is first order in X and first 
order in Y, then the overilll order of the 
reaction is 
A.	 zero order. 
B.	 first order. 
C.	 second order. 
D.	 third order. 

51. In 'm electrochemical cdt. the half-cell 
wbere rcductiCD o'Yurs i~ knolVll as the 
A. anodl.:.
 
13 anion.
 
C.	 cathodc. 
D.	 calion. 

52. A reaction may be thermodynamically 
spontancous for the expressiull 

[ ~Go~~ .iHo-'L1S0) if the 
/\	 enthalpy change is ncgati"c and the 

entropy c]]unge is negative and less 
tba;; !he 111'\gLituJc ofthl: enthalpy 
(h:UII!'~ at :1 :OWCI lI:mp'.:raturl:. 

8.	 \.:ntha!py r;)Q;;gc- '5 po'il1ve and less 
than the ~l1agJli!llJc of a positive value 
of the entropy change at higher 
tcmpcratllrc . 

C.	 enthalpy change is positive and the 
entropy change is negative. 

D.	 !"oth the magnitudes of the enthalpy 
and the entropy cbangcs are positi":e. 

53. Which of the following metals possesses a 
high magnetic property? 
A.	 AI 
B.	 Cr 
C.	 Cu 
D.	 r;'j 

54.	 Zn metal is produced commercially by 
A.	 dectrolysis of molten ZnCI2• 

B.	 rcduction of ZnO with coal(carbon) 
C.	 reduction of ZnCl: with metallic 

sodium. 
D.	 dCCDnl!'oSll;on of inC' v.'ith heat. 

55. Which element below is most abundant in tI 
universe? 
A carbon 
B hydnlgc'\ 
{' t'l tf'" P' -';:'~ 

) It'.;,,;.> 

I..IB/SH402/RA 
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56. Credit for the discovery of oxygen is 
usuall y gi ven to 
A. Henry Cavendish. 
B. Joseph Prcstley. 
C. Robert Boyle. 
D. Antoine Lavoisier. 

57.	 Explosion can occur when pure oxygen 
comes in contact with 
J\. combustible materials. 
B. noble gas. 
t'. deoxygenated materials. 
D.	 carbon dioxide. 

SR.	 In a titration experiment, 18.15 O1L of 
0.150 M HCI solution was required to 
completely neutralize 25.0 mL ofKOH 
so!utiPIl. What was the molarity of the 

•	 KOH solution? 

A.	 0.009 M 
B.	 0.125 M 
C.	 0.109 M 
D.	 0.150 M 

59.	 When matter is heated to a very high 
temperature (>5000°C), collisions between 
particles are so violent that electrons are 
knocked away from atoms, such a state of 
matter composed of electrons and cations is 
called a 
A.	 vapor state. 
S.	 gaseous stAte. 
C.	 plasma state. 
D.	 high energy state. 

60.	 Bond hreaking in molecules is a(n) 
A.	 spontaneous process. 
B.	 cxothennic process. 
C.	 endothennic process. 
D.	 equal energy process. 

END OF OBJECTIVE TEST 

DO NOT TURN THIS PAPER OVER
 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
 

IlB/SH402 'RA 
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ESSAY 
[60 marksj 

Paper 2 consists of nine essay questions divided into three sections: I, II and III. You are 

required to answer seven questions in all: four questions from Section I, two questions 

from Section II and one question from Section III. 

Write your answers in ink only (blue or black) 

SECTION I 

[Compulsory] 
[36 marks] 

Answer all four questions in this section. 

1. (a) 

(i)	 Discuss the term pH. 

(ii)	 If sodium hydroxide solution were added to a solution of a strong acid, 

what would happen to the pH of the solution? 

(b)	 Gi ve one example of each of the f()lIowing. 
(i)	 acid oxide 
(ii)	 acid salt 

2.	 (a) What is the change in oxidation state of chromium in the reaction represented 

by the following equation? 
2350z + CrzO/ + 2H+'-----" 3504 . + 2Cr3++ HzO 

(b)	 Use the half-equations given below to deduce the equation for the reaction 

between iron(lI) and heptaoxodichromate (IV) ions in acidic solution. 

(ii)	 Cr20/ -.-----.. 2Cr3+ 

3.	 (a) Write the electronic configuration of an element with atomic number 15, 

indicating the distribution of electrons in the energy sub-levels. 

(b)	 Give two reasons why carbon (IV) oxide is used as a fire extinguisher 

(c )	 Balance the nuclear equation below and identify Y. 

U ------. Th + Y 

(d)	 In a tdbular form j state two of the ubservations and their corresponding 

deductions in the Cathode-Ray experiment. 

U13 ~,H402 RA 
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4. (a) Given Kc= [Zn2+(aq)j , as an equilibrium expression for a reaction between 

[Cu2+(aq)] 

Zinc and copper, write a complete equation for the reaction. 

(b) How many protons, neutrons, and electrons are present in each of the 

following atomic species? ;~ K, ;~ cr 

(c)	 The mass spectrum of carbon show two peaks at 12.00 and 13.00. 
Calculate the relative atomic mass of carbon given that the relative 
abundance of the two isotopes are 95% and 5% respectively. 

(d)	 An organic compound with relative molecular mass 136 g/mol contains 
70.58% carbon, 5.93% hydrogen and 23.49% oxygen. Detennine its 
(i) empirical fonnula 
(ii) molecular fonnula 

[ C= 12.0 0= 16.0, H=l.O] 

SECTION" 

[16 marks] 

There are three questions in this section. You are required to answer only two. 

5.	 Name one pollutant from each of the following industries and suggest in each case one 

. method of reducing the effect of this pollutant. 

(a)	 Cement factory 

(b)	 Textile factory 

(c)	 Furniture factory 

6.	 (a) Describe briefly the preparation and collection of a dry sample of NH3 in the 

laboratory. 

(b)	 A sample of NH3 gas at a pressure of 650 mmHg and a temperature of 15·C has 

mass of 56.8 grams. Calculate the volume occupied by the gas. 

[Molar mass of NH3 = 17.0 g/mol, R= 8.31 JK·l marl, R= 0.0821LatmmorlK,lj 

Turn Over 

lSH402RA 
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7 (a) Consider the following electronic configurations: 

[Ar12s1
, [Ar]5s14d3

, [Ar]4s23dl04p4 

(i)	 In each case, indicate, whether the given wnfigur(1tion describes an 

atom in the ground state or excited state. 

(ii)	 State your reason in each case. 

(b)	 Using carbon as an example, explain what is meant by the tcnns 
(i)	 IS')topcs 
(ii)	 allotropes 

SECTION III 

[8 marks] 

rhere ar" two questions in this section, You are required to do only orw. 

i;	 Ls(~ (\1(' infcHlnation provided in the table below to answer the questions that 
f~,1 lel'v 

! Firillt~n U(ato '~1"....,~'.'.-_--'1_-~a..~s-s-_~_nc-_~u-~m_-=,-b:-_c_-r_ -_'~r-A_t~!l_l_ic_n_~_~l~~_~) 
A . 16 

---- --t--------------· 
X I 37
R.	 -- -------~---j-l----· 

l	 'r 
- j 

i ,1"	 Which (jf the clements is an alkalI metal" 

(b)	 Which atom will readily fonn an ion with a single negrdive charge') 

(c )	 How many electrons arc there in R? 

(d)	 Which of the atoms are isotopes of the same element? 

(L)	 \-Vhat type of bond exist between Q and X in fl compound QX? 

(I)	 Wrilc the formula orthe compound fanned when Q cl'!11bines with Y. 

(g)	 What type of bond exists between atoms of A in its diatomic molecule? 

(11)	 Which (If 1hc following elements is a halogen? 
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9.	 Oil ofwiotcrgreen (methyl salicyclate) is used in a variety ofl'OllllTli.:r,:ial prudilCi" 

fiJI' its tl,I'Ol' and aroma. It is made by hl:ating salicyclic aCId, <>H(.n!I, with 
methanoL CHIOU according to the equation: 

A chemist start$ with 1,75 grams of salicyclic aCid and V\(c> C, l1h~[hanoi and 
calculated the maximuill possible yidd to be 1.93 grams lfOWl~V(L ailel the real1io!l 
is run to compktion, the chemist finds that the amount of ll1.lhyl sali,:.ydatc 
produced and isolated was only 1.42 grams. What is the percentage yicld,)i the 
process'? 

END OF PAPER. 

l\ "11402RA 


